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AS the Clowns swarmed into Falmouth on
December 7th 2013 for their holiday party,
awards banquet, and Parade, laughter,

smiles, and funny hats filled the air. At our evening
awards banquet on Saturday we had time to reflect
on all difficult events that we faced throughout the
year. The time a long standing parade was move
from Saturday to Sunday at the exact same time as
another long time parade and we had to split the
unit to do two parades at the same time, in
Roslindale where transportaion was unable to
bring our equipment at the last minute and we
were left to improvise, when our train and trailer
were in Indianapolis and we had two parades in the
southern part of the state and finally the ice storm
on the day of the Quincy parade where so many
were unable make parade including myself yet 5
Clowns Rollo, Swifty, Jimbo, Reco, and Spike
found their way there and gave an outstanding per-
formance with no equipment. I’m sure each and
every Unit has experienced these issues as well but
for us at this time of celebration it gave us time to
remember how hard we all worked and why we as
Shiners do what we do. 

Then we turned to our yearly unit awards. The
Illustrious Dennis Reebel, Boss Clown Emeritus
and Colonel of Units Ernie “Rollo” Pearlstein,
and Boss Clown William “Chuckles” Peterson
made the presentations. Joe “Tekky” Tetrault
was awarded the Funny Bone Award for his work in
creating our Web Site and Face Book page some-
thing that has been a valuable tool for the entire
unit. Edward “Pea Pa” Dowling not only for his
years of work as an outstanding Clown and our
Treasurer but for his work outside the Unit in the
North East Clown Institute representing the
Aleppo Clowns not only as an Instructor but as It’s
President working tirelessly raising money for
Shrine Hospital Research was given the units life-
time Achievement “Archie” Award. Steve “Bo Bo”
Inza for his effort throughout the Year Working
with transporting individual equipment that can-
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